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This move is also in line with a recent 
global study, which indicated that by the end 
of 2013, Middle East investors will account 
for about USD194 billion in hedge fund 
assets, or about 7.5 percent of total global 
hedge fund assets. According to the study 
by Casey Quirk for BNY Mellon entitled 
“The Hedge Fund of Tomorrow: Building an 
Enduring Firm,” the majority of flows for 2010-
2013 from the Middle East will come from 
high-net-worth investors.

Clearly, there is a strong dynamic in the 
Middle East in terms of alternative asset 
management and investment. The factors 
that will drive the growth are the availability 
of instruments, reforms and foreign investor 
access – all of which requires the help of 
service providers. Indeed, the role of service 

Only recently, a hedge fund focused on 
the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) 
took heavy exposure in Qatar, the UAE, 
Saudi Arabia and Egypt, in a move that 
suggests investment in the region is about 
to pick up. Khalid Abdul Majeed, managing 
partner of MENA Capital which runs the 
MENA Admiral Fund, said that the fund’s 
country allocations were influenced by 
conversations they had with the big banks 
who are reporting a significant increase in 
interest by international investors. “These 
are well-researched markets and can absorb 
large amounts of money unlike some of the 
smaller markets such as Tunisia or Lebanon. 
Also, they are cheap, so we are positioning 
there in the expectation they will rise,” he 
confirmed in a recent Reuters report.

Service provision 
is key to regional 

success
By Romil timbadia
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providers in the region – the main catalysts 
of facilitating this perceived growth – cannot 
be underestimated.

David Aldrich, managing director at BNY 
Mellon, explains: “Investor sophistication, 
growing needs of compliance and regulation 
demand new levels of transparency. Hedge 
funds must depend on being flexible 
and, at the same time, follow the correct 
operating model to ensure investor access. 
Undoubtedly, hedge funds are turning to 
independent third parties for middle- and 
back-office functions such as portfolio 
accounting and reconciliation, custody of 
both collateral and non-collateral assets, 
pricing and valuation, cash management, 
and counter-party risk-mitigation in ISDA 
transactions, almost all possible administrative 
roles. Allowing third parties to play a bigger 
role in their business is in fact a sign that the 
hedge fund industry is maturing.”

The provision of fund services in the 
Middle East has been progressing well, and 
is one of the main reasons encouraging fund 
managers to set up and manufacture home-
grown funds. Today, world class independent 
and regulated investment service providers 
are available in the areas of custody, fund 
administration, legal advisory and auditing. 

But the most crucial factor that service 
providers need to be mindful of in order to 
be successful in the region is consideration 
for local nuances and cultural characteristics. 
Larger organisations can often fail to 
recognise these and their lack of flexibility 
can cause difficulties. John Alshefski, senior 
vice president at SEI’s Investment Manager 
Services division, clarifies, “One example is 
that the Middle East’s work week differs from 
Europe and the US. Additionally, one must 
not lose sight of the fact that the Middle 

East or the GCC are not one country with 
one set of cultures/mores and one currency. 
The maturation and sophistication of the 
asset management industry, managers, 
service providers and investors is not the 
same throughout the region. Asset servicing 
firms in the Middle East are also careful 
with regards to the business partners with 
whom they work, as investment managers 
are looking for impartial and independent 
providers for their administration solutions, 
as well as cultural awareness and 
philosophical ‘fit’.”

In terms of products, the traditional long 
only strategy is commonly understood 
by regional investors. But Craig Roberts, 
CEO of Apex Fund Services (Dubai), adds, 
“Managers offering total return profiles may 
need to take extra efforts to explain the 
benefits to investors and there may also be 
some conflict with the investors’ own ethical 
criteria, such as compliance with Sharia’a.”

Domestic funds are increasingly turning to 
outsourcing to achieve greater transparency 
and efficiencies in the face of changing 
investor and regulatory demands.

Leading-edge technologies and processes 
make service providers an invaluable 
outsourcing partner, regardless of the 
client’s investment product structure, asset 
classes in which they invest, or portfolio 
strategy. One major example in this area 
is the increasing investment presence of 
large investors like sovereign wealth funds 
(SWFs) and their varying requirements. 
These investors face the growing challenge 
of managing a complex portfolio of varied 
levels of transparency and risk and need 
the right operational infrastructure to track, 
consolidate, reconcile and analyse their 
investments in a manner that will enable 
them to make informed, insightful decisions 
on a portfolio-wide basis for the long-
term, yet be aware of daily, weekly and 
monthly changes.

Here, flexibility is key because it allows 
for custom analyses to support investment 
managers’ own compliance policies and 
risk models. In terms of SWFs, Alshefski 
says that these funds are looking not just to 
performance records in selecting investment 
managers, but are also looking for operational 
soundness and robust risk controls. 
“Maintaining confidentiality and reputation 

oveRv i ew
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David Aldrich, managing 
director at BNY Mellon
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With institutional investors yet to fully recover 
from the downturn and with banks struggling 
to cope with liquidity issues, a different 
breed of investor is making its presence 
felt. The sovereign wealth funds (SWFs) are 
returning to the market again and are making 
big investments. A SWF – owned directly 
by a sovereign government and managed 
independently of other state financial 
institutions – is mainly created to manage a 
country’s foreign exchange reserves. Now, 
government assets are brimming with foreign 
reserves and many SWFs are looking to 
make inroads into global markets.

But as much as the SWFs are looking 
into investment opportunities, there is a wide 
dispersion in the level of opacity among the 
funds. An October 2009 study by the IRRC 
Institute and RiskMetrics found that about 
half of the ten largest SWFs have achieved 
a relatively high level of disclosure, while 
other funds have yet to adopt meaningful 
initiatives to improve compliance with their 
self-imposed disclosure code of conduct.  

The adoption of the Santiago Principles, 
back in October 2008, signaled a recognition 
by the funds that there was a need to 
demystify and reassure the global capital 
markets through increased disclosure and 
transparency, yet it is clear that this has not 
yet been fully embraced.  

So what must be done? The attempt to 
aggregate and normalise the ever-increasing 
volume of information being generated 
can easily turn into a massive undertaking 
that is beyond the core competencies of 
SWFs.  As a result, they are turning to their 
operational outsourcing partner to provide a 
sophisticated data management solution that 
allows them to view, organise and structure 
their business holistically.

The key to a fully-efficient data 
management model involves capturing 
critical data generated from the front-, 

middle-, and back-office functions. A fully 
comprehensive data management process 
involves a three-step sequence. First, data is 
aggregated by pulling together internal and 
external data across various independent 
systems and products, then normalising (or 
validating) the data to ensure consistency, 
thus creating a single data set across the 
entire firm. Second is the data governance 
step, which involves normalising the 
internal and external data feeds to ensure 
the data is clean and error-free. Lastly, 
the presentation of the data is delivered 
back to authorised parties in a meaningful 
context through a variety of methods. Whilst 
aggregation and governance are standard 
practice, the presentation of the data is often 
an afterthought, but it can exponentially 
enhance or detract from the first two steps.  

Working with a single provider that can 
administer the SWFs’ full array of investment 
products provides a more integrated operating 
environment. This in turn helps ensure 
consistency and standardisation, streamlines 
communications, and means they can more 
easily obtain a holistic and accurate snapshot 
across their business.  Reporting needs to 
capture both high-level trends in a dashboard 
view (i.e. 24/7), but also provide the flexibility 
to drill down and slice data in multiple ways.

The complexity of new financial products, 
increasingly stringent regulatory controls, 
and the costs associated with managing 
data in-house will continue to drive the 
trend amongst SWFs to enhance their data 
management capabilities so that they can 
respond quickly to challenges. n

This material represents an assessment 
of the market environment at a specific point 
in time and should not be relied upon by the 
reader as research or investment advice. This 
information is for educational purposes only. 
SEI claims no responsibility for the accuracy 
or reliability of the data provided.

The holistic approach 
to transparency

By David Morrissey

Se i

David Morrissey is director 
of new business development, 
Europe and the Middle East, 
for SEI’s investment manager 
services division
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are extremely important to these investors, 
particularly as any blemishes will affect the 
sovereignty, not just the ‘fund’ itself.”

Another important element of successful 
service provision in the region is the ability to 
manage the copious amount of data that is 
gathered on a day-to-day basis. Certainly, the 
importance of data management and how it 
can be managed cannot be underestimated, 
what with today’s challenging environment 
and pressure for companies to be compliant 
with the increasing regulatory stance from all 
governments.

It is more critical than ever for investment 
managers to have ready access to reliable, 
relevant data to effectively manage their 
risk, grow their business and make the right 
decisions for their clients – and for this, 
one needs a reliable system and practices 
for quality data management. Due to the 
meticulous nature of this type of work, 
more and more investment managers are 
turning to their operational outsourcing 
partner to provide a sophisticated data 
management solution

David Morrissey, director of business 
development at SEI’s Investment Manager 
Services division, adds, “There continues to 
be a strong focus on data management and 
technology, as clients are looking for ways 
to get enhanced risk reporting, transparency 
and business insights from their data. As 
a result of this, independent verification, 
independent valuation and daily reporting will 
be crucial to investment managers.”

While the service providers are 
progressing well with regards to the evolving 
space in which they operate, there are a 
few hiccups that need to be cured. One 
of the main shortfalls in this area is that of 
third party distribution and other distribution 
channels. Marc Hambach, chief operating 
officer of Gulfmena Alternative Investments, 
explains, “For example, instead of selling 
third party funds, commercial banks have 
their own asset management divisions and 
push their own funds, thus competing with 
specialist asset management companies. In 
addition, regional private banking and wealth 
management are still embryonic.”

But Eric Swats, head of asset 
management at Rasmala Investment Bank, 
argues that this is more a question of varying 
requirements between jurisdictions. He says, 

“The commercial banks typically manage 
their local market funds; and for foreign 
investment strategies, they either select 
investment advisors or have a selected open 
platform. In many of the local jurisdictions, 
there isn’t the requirement to hire third party 
administrators and custodians, so the banks 
take on this role as well. In most cases, this 
hasn’t presented a problem for investors 
as the commercial banks are quite able to 
handle the work.”

The kinship between hedge funds and 
service providers is mutually beneficial to 
both. As the investment into the region 
increases, so does the size and the number 
of funds that operate within the market. 
With this, there are a growing number of 
service providers to cope with the increasing 
demand of investments. The evolution of 
prime brokers and service providers will 
also help the funds industry to blossom. 
Hambach explains, “For example, the surge 
in prime brokerage activity in the Middle 
East has provided facilities such as leverage, 
synthetic shorts and OTC derivatives and 
futures. This, in turn, has allowed the 
alternative space, in particular home-grown 
hedge funds that invest in MENA markets, 
to emerge.”

Ever since the economic collapse, 
investors and distributors in the region 
have become more careful about what they 
buy, and investment managers need to 
demonstrate to clients and regulators that 
their product and operational foundations are 
solid – it appears that service providers are 
helping them do just that. n

4 

John Alshefski, senior vice 
president at SEI’s Investment 
Manager Services division
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From an economic and investment viewpoint, 
the Middle East has long been a part of the 
emerging markets strategy of major global 
funds, and, over the years, it has provided 
significant returns as the region’s economies 
grew rapidly. Then, along came the financial 
crisis that shifted the economic groove from 
the West to the East, making the Middle East 
even more attractive for wealth creation. 

Now, opportunities are knocking and 
tremendous growth potential and alpha 
creation – spanning over the next five to ten 
years – awaits the industry. But as the region 
comes to grasps with what lies ahead, it is 
still awaiting the big boost in demand that is 
needed to set the wheels in motion. 

However, experts maintain that when, 
and not if, the demand comes in, industry 
participants need to ensure that there is the 
infrastructural capacity, skill and regulations 
in place in order to be able to take full 
advantage of these opportunities. 

One of the biggest incentives for hedge 
funds to take advantage of at the moment 

comprises the volatile and depressed 
markets in the Middle East. At the height 
of the financial crisis, Middle East markets 
witnessed one of the sharpest falls ever. And 
they are still recovering. But, as they do, a 
growing number of investors – regional and 
international – are seeking to manage their 
risk via hedge funds. 

Marc Hambach, chief operating officer 
of Gulfmena Alternative Investments, says 
that today’s markets represent a typical time 
when market inefficiencies are at a peak 
and, thus, is an ideal environment for hedge 
fund managers. “This incentive [of volatile 
markets] is extremely strong, especially 
within absolute return funds which can 
deploy several trading strategies that can 
take advantage of momentum and sentiment-
driven volatility, arbitrage, convertible 
arbitrage and price distortions.”

Eric Swats, head of asset management 
at Rasmala Investment Bank, says that 
Middle Eastern markets are also useful for 
international alternative investment managers 

Alternative 
investments prepare 

for lift-off
By Romil timbadia
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looking to add beta to their portfolios. 
“Asian and Latin American markets have 
performed much better than their Middle 
Easter peers this year, and as such, global 
investment managers have been focusing 
their attention on those better performing 
markets. “However,” he adds, “the MENA 
equity markets continue to offer good 
value, and we would expect international 
investors to rotate out of those markets 
which have become expensive and into the 
MENA markets.”

Indeed, the asset management and 
private equity sectors of the market are not 
new to the Middle East and have been very 
successful for a number of years. But the 
hedge fund space in the region represents 
less than 2% of the asset management 
industry and therefore has tremendous 
potential for growth. 

While there have not been a significant 
amount of new developments in the 
alternative asset management sector in 
the Middle East over the past year, a 
conservative stance from an investment 
viewpoint seems to be the order of the day. 
Most investment managers implement long 
only equity strategies for their clients and 
that remains the case today. 

With many investors and managers still 
bruised from the sharp fall in equity markets 
at the end of last year and beginning of this 
year, experts say that fixed income strategies 
and sukuks (an Islamic financial certificate, 
similar to a bond in Western finance, that 
complies with Sharia, Islamic religious law) 
have become more interesting, as investors 
have a greater preference for conservative 
investment strategies at this time.

David Morrissey, director of business 
development of SEI’s Investment Manager 
Services division, foresees fixed income 
becoming more popular (under Shariah 

rules or otherwise), as investors focus 
on diversifying portfolios. Swats adds, 
“Conservative investment strategies like fixed 
income and Sukuk funds are likely to stand 
out in 2010 as investors remain cautious.”

Considering the lack of appetite for risky 
strategies, many experts see plain vanilla 
absolute return funds as those that will 
flourish first. Hambach explains, “Given the 
limited universe of shorts and derivatives 
in the region and the increased level of 
risk aversion, absolute return strategies 
will represent the bulk of the new products 
that will stand out. Unlike market neutral or 
other advanced strategies, absolute return 
strategies can be opportunistic in the use of 
shorts and derivatives.”

Other products that stand out are Ucits 
and private equity funds. John Alshefski, 
senior vice president at SEI’s Investment 
Manager Services division, says, “Ucits in 
particular are seen as attractive products, 
given their regulated structure, and there is 
active work occurring to determine whether 
Ucits funds can be marketed in the Middle 
East as well.”

Many within the industry are expecting 
a bounce back in the private equity market. 
Hambach adds that other products that will 
stand out within the non-traditional space 
are distressed real estate funds and special 
situations for equity investments, including 
private equity funds.

The biggest change and focus for 
the asset management and hedge fund 
industry, however, is the issue of regulation. 
Rapidly growing investor sophistication, 
especially following the credit crunch, places 
compliance and regulation at the crux of any 
successful investment strategy.

As transparency and well-conceived 
regulation are welcomed globally, there is 
much similarity between the outlook for 
the Middle East and that across Europe 
with regards to regulation and compliance. 
In fact, Alshefski says that the Irish Funds 
Industry is eager to help the Middle East 
region develop and is working with the local 
regulators on the same.

Hambach views regulation as a positive 
development for the region. “Now that 
regulatory authorities like the Dubai Financial 
Services Authority (DFSA) supervise and 
enforce stringent regulatory regimes (which  11

Eric Swats, head of asset 
management at Rasmala 
Investment Bank
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Middle East rife with 
opportunities

By Craig Roberts

Craig Roberts is CEO, Apex 
Fund Services (Dubai) 

expand their services to offer this access, 
the impact of costs and execution timing 
should improve greatly and be available over 
a wider range of securities.

At the moment, most strategies are still 
long only, although some managers are 
now applying some hedge features through 
products such as total return swaps. We 
expect to see that the introduction of ETF’s, 
which will also provide a new alternative for 
managers to manage exposure.

The traditional long only strategy is 
commonly understood by regional investors. 
Managers offering total return profiles may 
need to take extra efforts to explain the 
benefits to investors and there may also be 
some conflict with the investors own ethical 
criteria, such as compliance with Sharia’a.

While we expect to see an increase in 
absolute return style strategies, long only 
strategies will still be an important feature of 
the regional market offerings. 

With many opportunities opening up, 
it is critical to ensure that the full value is 
capitalised upon. This can be done with the 
help of an experienced service provider that 
knows the path. Apex is a specialist fund 
administrator with a wide global presence. 
As such, we already have the tools to 
support the new market developments in the 
Middle East and know how to adapt these to 
the particular requirements of the market.

We are constantly aware of the structural 
changes taking place in the market and of 
the product developments being introduced 
by institutions such as prime brokers and 
regional investment banks. Our offices in 
Dubai and Bahrain are able to respond 
to managers and their investors promptly 
and with a full understanding of regional 
requirements – this adds great value to the 
service we provide. n

For hedge funds, the timing has never been 
better. There are several developments in 
place currently to exploit the investment 
opportunities that are abound in the 
Middle East. And while there are still some 
restrictions to exploit these opportunities, 
the correct support – in terms of service 
providers, can make sure that hedge funds 
capitalise upon the full value.

Of late, the volatility in the Middle East 
markets and perceived value to be gained 
from current levels is a strong driver for 
funds in the region. There are also significant 
improvements in other aspects of the market 
in such areas as corporate governance. 
This should lead to increased confidence by 
managers to evaluate opportunities. 

But while there are many areas of 
opportunity for managers to consider, there are 
still significant restrictions in gaining access 
to products to exploit this volatility and value 
scenario. Restrictions on foreign ownership 
and short-selling can limit the ability of 
managers to fully implement some strategies.

More institutions are offering products 
which are enabling access to opportunities, 
but there is still some way to go before 
these can be fully exploited. 

In terms of products, absolute return 
strategies should feature strongly in new 
products launched, however, as mentioned 
above, there is still some weakness in 
that the ability for these strategies to be 
fully operational due to market structural 
constraints – for example liquidity, and 
a narrow range of securities that such 
strategies can be applied to. Where there 
is access is available, it may be relatively 
expensive in terms of both cost and timing, 
further limiting the scope for application of 
absolute return strategies. 

As more regionally-based institutions 
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As this report went to press, the Dubai 
Financial Services Authority (DFSA) 
announced that Liongate Capital 
Management, the fund of hedge funds 
manager with over USD 2.3bn in assets 
under management, is setting up shop in the 
Dubai International Finance Centre (DIFC).

With this move, Liongate Capital 
Management is consolidating its presence 
in the MENA region (Middle East and North 
Africa), where it has long-standing clients in 
the countries of the Gulf region.

Randall Dillard, CEO of Liongate Capital 
Management, says: “Liongate Capital 
Management has a long-term commitment to 
its investors. The establishment of the Dubai 
office is an important and integral part of our 
international growth strategy, and underlines 
our focus on allocating resources to bring 
us closer to our investors, both current and 
future. Being closer to our investors in the 
region is an additional way to help them 
navigate through these difficult times”.

The Dubai office will focus on advising 
institutional clients in the MENA region 
on allocations to hedge fund investment 
strategies. The office will also serve as a 
vehicle for capitalising on regional investment 
opportunities and will be hiring staff for its 
research department.

As part of the Dubai office, Liongate 
Capital Management has established an 
advisory board, drawing on the expertise 
of experienced regional investors in hedge 
funds. The advisory board members will 
assist Liongate Capital Management’s 
development in the region.

His Excellency Dr Omar Bin Sulaiman, 
Governor of the Dubai International Financial 
Centre (DIFC), says: “With investors 
increasingly seeking to diversify their 
portfolios to include alternative investments, 
the long-term potential for the growth of 

the hedge-funds market in the Middle East, 
North Africa and India is strong. DIFC 
offers the infrastructure and regulations for 
providers of hedge fund investments to take 
advantage of opportunities in the region.”

He adds: “The establishment of Liongate 
Capital Management’s office is testimony 
to DIFC’s ability to offer a secure and 
productive platform for the growth of hedge 
funds. It also demonstrates the continued 
confidence of the global financial industry in 
the potential of the regional market.”

Abdulla Mohammed Al Awar, CEO of 
the DIFC Authority says: “Over the last few 
years, DIFC has provided a growth-oriented 
regulatory platform for financial services 
companies in a variety of niche sectors 
to develop their business in the region. 
Liongate Capital Management’s experience 
in fund of hedge funds management will 
bring fresh new expertise to the DIFC 
business community and offer more choices 
to investors in the region.”

In parallel, Liongate Capital Management 
has appointed Fahad Al-Bader, a seasoned 
allocator to hedge funds, as Senior Executive 
Officer of the Dubai office. Previously, he 
was Head of Hedge Funds at the Kuwait 
Fund, Head of Alternative Investments at 
Ryada Capital and an Investment Analyst at 
KIA (Kuwait Investment Authority).

Commenting on developments in the 
region, Al-Bader notes: “Despite the 
extremely difficult market conditions, the 
last twelve months have shown that a well-
constructed portfolio of hedge funds remains 
a superior way of investing. The crisis has 
underlined the importance of active asset 
allocation and diversification. At the same 
time the crisis has also unmasked those 
funds that had an asset liability mismatch, 
which we see as a necessary and positive 
development.” n

Liongate opens 
office in DIFC

Randall Dillard, CEO of 
Liongate Capital Management
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growing household and investments savings 
in the world. “These,” says Hambach, “will 
require sophisticated advice, products and 
services going forward. While the region is at 
USD65 billion in assets under management, 
it is still short of its peers such as Singapore, 
Malaysia and other emerging markets – where 
the industry sits at around 25% of market 
capitalisation compared to less than 10% in 
the Middle East. This signals tremendous 
double digits growth potential in the industry 
over the next five to ten years.”

Growth will be driven by the absence 
of large players in a market which has 
less competition. As Swats explains, “The 
potential size of the [funds] market is very 
large. The actual market declined along with 
the equity markets. Now, there are fewer 
competitors than a year ago as several 
of the larger players have had negative 
corporate developments holding them back.”

However, while supply within the industry 
is increasing, the market still requires a 
number of improvements such as private, 
public and pension fund reforms. Alshefski 
is positive but throws a warning sign. 
“As the industry continues to grow and 
become more established, as local stock 
exchanges become more mature, and more 
and more securities are created in which 
to trade, the industry participants need 
to ensure that there is the infrastructural 
capacity, appropriate investor protection 
and regulations in place, and generally 
demonstrate knowledge of industry best 
practices in order to be able to take full 
advantage of these opportunities.” n

are at par with world class jurisdictions) on 
authorised firms in the Dubai International 
Financial Centre (DIFC), an increasing 
number of fund managers will choose to be 
based in such jurisdictions. This will allow 
them to tick the box of compliance and 
adherence to well defined and strict laws 
and regulations.”

Despite this, Swats believes the regulatory 
environment limits the investment managers’ 
options, e.g. no shorting of securities. “Until 
the regulatory environment moves forward, 
the ability to implement hedged strategies 
will not materialise,” he explains.

It has also been said that because of 
its regulatory environment, the DIFC will 
be in the long term successful in attracting 
asset managers that aim to be regulated. 
Earlier reports have mentioned DIFC, with its 
new legal framework, being able to attract 
business away from the Cayman Islands, for 
example.  “With regard to funds’ domiciliation, 
however, there are some challenges facing 
this endeavour because of passportability. 
However the DFSA is currently reviewing its 
fund regime with the input of practitioners 
which will hopefully lead to a more attractive 
regime,” Hambach clarifies.

Little less than a decade ago, fund 
management in the Middle East was under-
developed and there were many more hedge 
fund products managed out of the region 
than those sold into the region. But back 
then the number of fund managers was very 
limited while today there are more than 100 
asset managers and over 500 mutual funds 
(home-grown funds) with around USD65 
billion in assets under management. As 
such, the foundation for further growth in the 
industry has already been laid.

The funds industry in the Middle East 
has sparked much interest from leading 
participants globally who have identified 
that they are able to access and sell the 
products throughout international markets. 
One must differentiate between Middle East 
managers located outside the region, Middle 
East managers located locally and selling 
to investors outside the region, and Middle 
East managers located locally and selling to 
local investors.

In all cases, the outlook is very promising. 
The region boasts the highest GDP per capita 
in the world which translates into the fastest 
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